Abstract: This paper gives two simple efficient distributed algorithms: one for keeping clocks in a network synchronized and one for allowing new processors to join the network with their clocks synchronized.
Introduction
In a distributed system it is often necessary for processors to perform certain actions at roughly the same time. In such a system each processor usually possesses its own independent clock. However, despite the marvels of modern technology, clocks tend to drift apart. Therefore, clocks must be resynchronized periodically.
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© 1984 ACM 0-89791-143-1/84/008/0089 $00.75 89 Recently, many protocols for resynchronization in the presence of faults have received wide attention (cf. [LM1, LM2, Ma, LL1] ). The algorithms mentioned above are all based on an averaging process that involves reading the clocks of all the other processors. Because of this use of averaging, there must be more nonfaulty than faulty processors for these algorithms to work.
Two of the algorithms presented in [LM1, LM2] and the algorithm of ILL1] require 3f+1 processors in order to handle f faults; a third algorithm of [LM1, LM2] , which assumes the existence of unforgeable signatures, requires 2f+1 processors. The algorithms of [ Ma] , for which no worst case analysis is provided, deal with ranges of times rather than a single logical clock time and therefore are not directly comparable.
In this paper a synchronization algorithm is presented that does not require any minimum number of processors to handle f processor faults, so long as the network remains connected. The crucial point is that since we do not use averaging, it is not necessary that the majority of processors be correct. Moreover, our algorithm requires the transmission of at most n 2 messages per synchronization (where n is the total number of processors in the system). The algorithm of [LL1] and one of the algorithms of [LM1, LM2] also require only n 2 messages; the other two algor-Nevertheless, the idea of using a synchronizer can be modified to obtain an efficient synchronization algorithm which is correct even in the presence of faults. The key idea is to distribute the role of the synchronizer: every (correct) processor will try to act as a synchronizer at roughly the same time, and at least one will succeed. To ensure that this really happens at "roughly the same time", we use a protocol that guarantees that all the correct processors 90 agree on the expected time for the next synchronization.
In practice the periodic resynchronization algorithm must be supplemented by a method for synchronizing the original participants and for bringing in new processors. Our techniques can also be used to construct such a join algorithm, which can be used to allow new processors to join the network with their clocks synchronized to those of already existing processors. This algorithm can also be applied to repaired (previously faulty) processors that must be resynchronized with the rest of the network. The join algorithm requires that fewer than half the processors in the network be faulty in order to work, a requirement which is provably necessary.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section the problem is formalized and the precise assumptions underlying the algorithm are described. These assumptions include the existence of a bounded rate of drift between the clocks of nonfaulty processors, a known upper bound on the transmission time of messages between nonfaulty processors, and the ability to authenticate signatures.
The resynchronization algorithm is described in section 3 and analyzed in section 4. The degree of synchronization obtained is almost as tight as possible, but a careful discussion of this property is beyond the scope of this paper (v. [ DHS ] and [ LL2 ] ). Finally, the join algorithm is presented and analyzed in Section 5.
A specification of the algorithm.
In this section both the properties (CSI-CS3) that the clock synchronization algorithm satisfies and the assumptions (AI-A3) that are made in the model are presented.
The clock of a processor is defined to be a particular time service delivered by that processor. In response to a time query the service responds with a number indicating the "time." In particular, the notion of a clock is not bound to any hardware, and processors may possess any number of clocks. It is assumed that a processor uses one or more independent hardware components to time durations, to update, and to provide accuracy for its logical clocks.
More specifically, it is assumed that all clocks of a correct processor are correct in the sense of (A1) below.
As in [LM1, LM2, LL1] , a distinction is made between real time (as measured in an assumed Newtonian time frame that is not directly observable) and clock time, the time measured on some clock. We also adopt the convention that variables and constants that range over real times are written in lower case and variables and constants that range over clock times are written in upper case. If C is a clock, the notation C(t) denotes the time C reads at real time t.
When we speak of "a clock drifting from real time,"
we mean that the difference between the value delivered by the time service and real time might gradually increase. In particular, a clock C is considered to be correct if its rate of drift from real time is bounded by a known constant p > O. That is:
For technical reasons the leftmost term has a factor of (l+p) -1 rather than the more common l-p; for small p both approaches are essentially the same. An advantage of (A1) is that it implies the symmetric 
Analysis of the algorithm
The crucial point in proving the correctness of the algorithm is to show that once one correct proc- As we shall see, the drift inequality guarantees that D is at least as large as the maximum difference between clock readings in a given interval, while the interval separation constraint guarantees that two synchronization intervals do not overlap; i.e., that begk+l>endk. This, in turn, will guarantee that no correct processor ever receives a message from another to synchronize its k th clock before it is "ready", that is, before it has set ET=kPER. (Note that here we are implicitly using the fact that the faults in F do not disconnect G.) We prove the result by induction on the length of the path. If the length is 0, then the result is trivial since i--j. In general, suppose the path has length m+l. Let Ph be the processor just before pj on the path. Note that we must have trtG,F(i,h)+trtG,F(h, j) --trtG,F(i,j).
By the induction hypothesis, Ph starts its k th clock within trtG,F(i,h) of Pi" When it does so, it must be either because it initiated Task TM or it received a message that it considered valid according to Task MSG. In either case, it passes a message on to pj, which arrives within time trtG,F(h,j). Either pj has already started its k th clock by the time the message arrives, or, as we now show, the message will pass the validity test of Task MSG, so that pj will start its k th clock within trtG,F(i,j) of p~.
Let X be the value of ET shared by all correct processors according to hypothesis (b). When the k th clock of a correct processor is started, it is set to X. To see that at most n 2 messages are required during any synchronization interval, note that during every such interval, note that a correct processor will execute either Task TM or Task MSG, but not both.
This is because once a correct processor has signed and sent a synchronization message, it updates its value of ET. Because of the validity test in Task MSG, it will ignore any synchronization messages it might receive containing the former value of ET.
Therefore, each correct processor will send one message to each processor to which it has a logical link during each interval. Thus, at most n 2 messages are sent by correct processors during each synchronization interval. []
Remarks
I. As is mentioned above, although there is a brief overlap in which different processors may be using different clocks, timeouts are not necessary. If DUR is the maximum real time duration during which a clock might be used to time some distributed process, the k th clock of a given processor might be used for a time DUR beyond when it starts its k+l st clock to time events that were started just before end k+l Thus (I+p)PER+DUR is the maximum life time of a clock. During an interval of this length, the deviation between clocks of correct processors could be as much as DMAX+drDUR.
2. We could omit the Interval Separation inequality by taking the following assumption: (t) If processors i and j are joined by a direct link, then while the link is nonfaulty, messages sent along the link will arrive in the same order they are sent.
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The Interval Separation inequality was used in the proof above to show that that synchronization intervals do not overlap; i.e. beg k+l ~end k (v. condition (1.6) of Lemma 1). This, in turn, was needed to
show that the following situation cannot occur: a correct processor starts its k th and (k+l) st clocks, and sends out messages to the other processors to do so too. These messages cross, so another correct processor receives the message to start the (k+l) st clock before it is "ready"; i.e. while ET-kPER. This message will not pass the validity test of Task MSG, and so will be ignored. Assumption (t) guarantees that this problem cannot happen. We leave it to the reader to prove an analogue of Lemma 1 using this assumption (cf. [HSS,DHS] ).
Note that the following simple protocol achieves However, the difference between current time (C) on correct clocks is always bounded by DMAX+ADJ.
Note that this term corresponds to the ~, of ILL1].
We have not concerned ourselves with this figure here, since we assume that processors will always use the same clock to time a given event (namely, the clock that was in force when the event began, at the site initiating the event).
4. The bound on synchronization that we achieve -DMAX -is essentially within a factor of two of optimal (see [DHS] for further details).
Initialization and Joining
The clock synchronization algorithm presented in previous sections is subject to the weakness that processor faults accumulate: once a processor is faulty, it stays faulty since we have not yet specified any way to synchronize an unsynchronized clock. In order to tolerate processor failures in the long run,
we must assume an environment in which the mean time to repair or replacement of a faulty processor is less than the mean time between processor failures.
To be useful in practice, a clock synchronization algorithm must handle both repaired and new processors. In this section we present an algorithm that enables such processors to rejoin the system. Our To see that this constraint is as weak as possible, suppose that half of the processors in the group are faulty, and they all think that the time is 10 AM, while the correct processors all say the time is 11
AM. Then there is no way for a joining processor to be able to disambiguate the situation.
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Roughly speaking, the join algorithm proceeds as follows. The joiner sends a message to a processor in the cluster (called its agent) saying it wants to join.
At that point three procedures are executed. The first is a a Byzantine agreement (cf. [DS] ), initiated by the agent, on a value for ET to be used in a special synchronization. We then have two synchroniza- processor that wants to join the cluster has SS=JOINING. As we mentioned above, the join process involves two special, unscheduled synchronizations. While these are going on, the correct processors in the cluster will have SS=UNSCHED1 and SS=UNSCHED2 respectively. CLUSTER keeps track of which processors are currently in the cluster.
Finally, MSIG keeps track of which processors have signed a message saying "The time is T". As we shall see, this will be needed in the second unscheduled synchronization.
We assume that the system starts with the cluster consisting of one processor, say i, with the varia- We now consider how the current clocks of correct processors behave (cf. Remark 4 of Section 4).
We say a pair of processors (Pi,Pj) is R,B-synchronized during real time interval int if for all t eint, ICi(t)-Cj(t)[ < B, and for allt 1 <t 2witht I andt 2 in int, 0 < Ci(t2)-Ci(tl) < (l+R)(t2-tl). Note that in the latter inequality, we may be comparing two different clocks, since processor i's current clock at real time t 1 may be different from its current clock at t 2. This condition says that processor i's current clock times are within a linear bound of real time, and thus corresponds to the Linear Envelope Synchronization of [DHS] . Let B = DMAX+2ADJ.
Let R be any value > p + (2ADJ/ (PER-(fp+I)D) ).
Theorem 4. If a pair of processors is in rapport at time t, then they will remain R,B-synchronized after t so long as they remain correct and connected by a fault-free path.
Note .that in the algorithm as presented, for a processor to successfully join the network, the agent chosen by a joiner must be correct. It might have to retry the join a number of times (at most fp though) before it actually does join. We can overcome this problem by modifying the join algorithm so that the joiner sends its request to fp+l agents. Then the joiner must keep track of all possible values for ET according to each of its agents and resolve any conflict by choosing the first value that receives the required number of supporting signatures. Using the modified algorithm, we can prove that any correct processor can successfully join within 5(fp+2)D on its clock. This is a worst ease time, which only occurs if a number of processors try to join at once.
When only one processor is joining, the whole process takes at worst 3(fp+2)D.
The join algorithm presented here is not optimal with respect to running time. It was presented this way. to enable to reader to see the protocol's building blocks. In the full paper we discuss a number of optimizations which can reduce the running time, such as combining the Byzantine agreement and the first synchronization.
